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Extended Abstract
In recent years, rough set theory [1] has attracted attention of many researchers
and practitioners all over the world, who have contributed essentially to its development and applications. With many practical and interesting applications
rough set approach seems to be of fundamental importance to AI and cognitive
sciences, especially in the areas of machine learning, knowledge acquisition, decision analysis, knowledge discovery from databases, expert systems, inductive
reasoning and pattern recognition [2].
The common issue of the above mentioned domains is the concept approximation problem which is based on searching for description – in a predeﬁned
language L – of concepts deﬁnable in other language L∗ . Not every concept in
L∗ can be exactly described in L, therefore the problem is to ﬁnd an approximate description rather than exact description of unknown concepts, and the
approximation is required to be as exact as possible. Usually, concepts are interpretable as subsets of objects from a universe, and the accuracy of approximation
is measured by the closeness of the corresponding subsets.
Rough set theory has been introduced as a tool for concept approximation
from incomplete information or imperfect data. The essential idea of rough set
approach is to search for two descriptive sets called the lower approximation
containing those objects that certainly belong to the concept and the ”upper
approximation” containing those objects that possibly belong to the concept.
Most concept approximation methods realize the inductive learning approach,
which assumes that a partial information about the concept is given by a ﬁnite
sample, so called the training sample or training set, consisting of positive and
negative cases (i.e., objects belonging or not belonging to the concept). The
information from training tables makes the search for patterns describing the
given concept possible. In practice, we assume that all objects from the universe
U are perceived by means of information vectors being vectors of attribute values
(information signature). In this case, the language L consists of boolean formulas
deﬁned over conditional (eﬀectively measurable) attributes.
The task of concept approximation is possible when some information about
the concept is available. Except the partial information above the membership
function given by training data set, the domain knowledge is also very useful
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in developing eﬃcient methods of searching for accurate approximate models.
Unfortunately, there are two major problems related to the representation and
the usage of the domain knowledge can cause many troubles in practical applications. In [3] [4] [5] we have presented a method of using domain knowledge,
which is represented in form of concept taxonomy, to improve the accuracy of
rough classiﬁers and to manage with approximation problems over complex concepts. The proposed solution adopts the general idea of multi-layered learning
approach [6] where the original problem is decomposed into simpler ones and the
main eﬀort is to synthesize the ﬁnal solution from the solutions of those simpler
problems.
Usually rough set methodology is restricted to decision tables and is destined
to classiﬁcation task. This paper focus on applications of rough sets and layered
learning in other KDD tasks like approximation of concept deﬁned by decision
attribute with continuous domain or ranking learning.
In mathematics, k-argument relations over objects from a given universe U are
deﬁned as subsets of the Cartesian product U k . Relations play an important role
in classiﬁcation problem. For example, the distance-based methods like nearest
neighbor classiﬁers or clustering are based mainly on similarity relation between
objects deﬁned by the distance function.
Investigations on concept approximation problem are well motivated both
from theoretical as well as practical point of view [7] [8]. As an example, let as
remind that the standard rough sets were deﬁned by indiscernibility between
objects which is an equivalence relation, while similarity relation approximating
the indiscernibility relation is the tool for many generalizations of rough set
theory including the tolerance approximation space [9], similarity based rough
sets [10], rough set methods for incomplete data [11], rough set methods to
preference-ordered data [12] [13].
In this paper we investigate the problem of searching for approximation of
relations from data. We show that this method is the basic component of many
compound tasks. We also present a novel rough set based approach to discovering useful patterns from nonstandard and complex data for which the standard inductive learning methodology fails. The proposed solution is based on
a two-layered learning algorithm. The ﬁrst layer consists of methods that are
responsible for searching for (rough) approximation of some relations between
objects from the data. At the second layer, the approximated relations induced
by the ﬁrst layer are used to synthesize the solution of the original problem.
The critical problem in any layered learning system is how to control the global
accuracy by tuning the quality of its components. We present a solution of this
problem based on the changing of the quality of approximate relations.
We describe two representative examples related to binary relations to demonstrate the power of the proposed methodology. In the ﬁrst example, we consider
the problem of extracting the optimal similarity relation and present some applications of approximate similarity relations in classiﬁcation problem. We present
the advantages of this method comparing with the standard classiﬁcation methods [14] [15].
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The second example relates to the approximation of preference relation and
its applications in (1) learning ranking order on a collection of combinations,
(2) predicting the values of continuous decision attribute, (3) optimizing the
process of searching for the combination with maximal decision [16]. This method
can be applied to mining ill-deﬁned data, i.e., data sets with few objects but a
large number of attributes. Results of some initial experiments on medical and
biomedical data sets were very promising.
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